
UCTM  AND THE VoIP THREAT INTELLIGENCE NETWORK

ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

This government’s central energy agency in a country of more than 30 

million people coordinates the equal distribution of the energy and 

mining resources throughout the country. The local economy is highly 

leveraged based upon a vast store of mineral resources that 

comprises 20% of the country’s revenues. Ensuring real-time 

compliance plus protecting all information and communication facets 

of the exploration, mining, refining and export is increasingly 

important.

THE PROBLEM

The agency wanted to refresh and expand more than 1,000 Cisco 

Unified Communications (UC) & Collaboration endpoints, related UC 

technology, and Infrastructure. Simultaneously the IT team was 

concerned about the limited real-time visibility into the team’s 

voice-call processing and the amount of unauthorized activity and 

growing volume of threats hitting their conference infrastructure. Both 

IT and Networking teams were actively looking for a solution to 

mitigate these threats and provide them the much-needed visibility 

into the UC IP infrastructure and events. With the expansion of a remote workforce, the agency’s business operations 

and all functional teams were inundated by more than 10,000 monthly attempted security breaches and threats 

stemming from the lack of visibility into the SIP and call process events. 

THE SOLUTION

The agency realized that it needed to pinpoint and visualize the threats before they impact any user, process or 

infrastructure involved in exploration, mining, refining and export. To accomplish this step, the customer paired Cisco 

UC with RedShift Network’s Unified Communications Threat Management (UCTM) technology for deep context- 

driven VoIP/SIP Analytics along with VoIP/SIP Security Protection. RedShift Networks UCTM platform o�ers a large 

enterprise and carrier class cyber security solution for UC SIP-enabled services (e.g. VoIP, Unified Communication 

Cloud). RedShift Network’s systems seamlessly integrates into both hybrid and Cloud environments including Cisco’s 

Hosted UC and VoIP SIP networks. RedShift Networks UCTM technology is deployed in virtual environments within 

the network of the government agency. This approach delivers a single point of management, detection, mitigation 

and prevention of malicious VoIP/SIP attacks and threats.

The agency depends on the Redshift Network UCTM 

solution covering more than 1,000 users. As a result, it 

is fully compliant with regulations around securing all 

data and voice communications. Further, the agency 

counts on real-time visual monitoring and protection 

across the entire SIP Infrastructure including remote 

worker softphones. The use of softphones increased 

dramatically due to the remote working requirements 

of the global COVID pandemic environment.

RedShift Network’s UCTM solution protects the 

network against many of the industry’s VoIP Cyber 

Security threats including: 

• Stopping more than $29 billion in fraudulent theft 

of UC services

• Preventing the $2.5 million spent on remediating 

every telephony/telecom DDoS (TDDoS) event

• Blocking the $9.5 billion productivity loss due to 

Robocalls

• Reducing the $15 billion lost annually on carrier and 

enterprise networks issues and VoIP/SIP 

troubleshooting

The agency also deploys powerful, rich forensics 

within RedShift Network’s Virtual UCTM to detect 
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anomalies that are often either attacks or dangerous 

network misconfigurations in real time. 

The agency also appreciates the value and service of 

the RedShift Network’s UCTM technology to: 

• Detect and Protect vs Fraud/Security Events (by 

blocking the fraud in real time)

• Review of Packet Captures (Pcaps) and SIP Call 

Ladder diagrams for rapid troubleshooting, in real 

time, of their calls

• Use Call History functionality with filters by 

di�erent criteria for rapid troubleshooting

• Granularly follow and remediate problems tied to 

SIP Error Codes in a fast and easy manner

• Quickly visualize and identify suspicious activity 

that could be either threats or attacks

• Deploy enhanced and call recording capabilities for 

quick troubleshooting to the network

An additional valuable business benefit: detailing the 

competitive advantages of RedShift Networks solution 

to help a Multinational System Integration partner win 

the RFP bidding process against three other System 

Integrators participating in $500 million Unified 

Communications services bid.

THE GOVERNMENT AGENCY’S NEXT STEPS

The ability to integrate RedShift Network’s UCTM technology with Cisco Platform Exchange Grid (pxGrid) expands 

to communicate with other Cisco Network elements. Cisco pxGrid enables multi-vendor, cross-platform network 

system collaboration among parts of the IT infrastructure, such as security monitoring and detection systems, 

network policy platforms, asset and configuration management, identity and access management platforms, and 

virtually any other IT operations platform. Many multi-vendor network elements are being deployed in the agency’s 

network. Designed for seamless integration into Hosted UC, VoIP, and VoLTE/5G networks, RedShift Networks 

security, virtual software and hardware appliances deliver a multi-vendor, single pane of glass for management, 

detection, mitigation and prevention of malicious VoIP attacks and threats.
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